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Abstract During 19th century the term “cardiolith” was widely used to describe a cluster of cardiac entities that could cause sudden death. Blood clots, polypoid growths, microorganisms and inflammation were implicated. Scientists of the era described formations that could enter any heart chamber after having been formed in any portion of the cardiac substance and could provoke a deadly thrombus or embolus. While pathologist and bacteriologist Auguste Sheridan Delépine (1855–1921), was the first who used the term “cardiolith” in his treatise “Description of a cardiolith” in 1890, a series of researchers noted the phenomenon, forming the “School of Cardiolithists”.
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Introduction

The term "cardiolith", deriving from the two ancient Greek words for heart "cardia" (Greek: καρδία) and stone "lithos" (Greek: λίθος), was widely used in 19th century medical literature to describe solid (concrete) formations inside the heart. Cardiologists, anatomists, surgeons and pathologists of the 19th century with their research, based mostly on necropsy, confirmed the existence of a series of factors, capable to form concrete formations in the heart (Fig. 1) such as blood clots, polypoid growths, microorganisms, or tumours which could penetrate the heart myocardium, or enter any of its chambers.

Although the medical phenomenon of body fluids’ coagulation leading eventually to the formation of a "thrombus" (Greek: πρόθμος, clot), preoccupied ancient Greek, Greco-Roman and Byzantine medico-philosophers and physicians, the old term was neglected and the medical terms "heart lithiasis", "cardiac concretion" and "cardiolith" became in vogue during 19th century. The enthusiastic supporters of the new lucrative, descriptive and more accurate term "cardiolith" formed a school in cardiology which may named "the Cardiolithists school", introducing a novel pathological entity in 19th century cardiology even though blood clots were already an existent cluster on cardiac pathology.

The School of Cardiolithists

It all started when the physician William J. Goodwin mentioned in 1700 a case of polyform concretion of the heart and at the same time he reported several cases of

---

Figure 1  (A) A portion of fibrin, showing its fibrous structure, by Charles Alfred Lee, in Human Physiology for the Use of Elementary Schools, 1854. (B) Fibrinous throbi, vintage engraving. (C) A cardiolith due to acute endocarditis of the mitral valve, vintage engraving. (D) Section of organizing cardiac thrombus. At the surface laminates blood clot with columns of cell between the laminae; the deeper part of the clot not laminated, traversed by embryonic vessels. Voelcker AF in Transactions of the Pathological Society of London, 1893.
heart stones (lithiasis). Although the term "stone" was not previously in use, "cardiac polyps" (Latin: polypo cordis) was first referred half a century earlier by Dutch surgeon Nicolaas Tulp (1593–1674) in 1640's, while Italian physician Fabrizio Bartolletti (1576–1630) may have preceded him in the use of the term, proposing polyps to result from compacted humours solidifying due to the "heat" of the heart. Italian physician and biologist Marcello Malpighi (1628–1694) published his treatise "De Polypo Cords" in 1666, using the exact term which was introduced by Tulp. Since the dawn of the 18th century, physician Fabrizio Bartoletti (1576–1630) may have preceeded him in the use of the term, proposing polyps to result from compacted humours solidifying due to the "heat" of the heart. Italian physician and biologist Marcello Malpighi (1628–1694) published his treatise "De Polypo Cordis" in 1666, using the exact term which was introduced by Tulp. Recognized fibrinogen. Since the dawn of the 18th century, using the exact term which was introduced by Tulp (1628–1694) in 1666, using the exact term which was introduced by Tulp.

Physician Jean-Baptiste Bouillaud (1796–1861), physician in Necker's Hospital in Paris, reported in 1834 a similar concretion of a fibrous character. Two years later, in 1836, Aubrey observed first that fibrous concretions in vessels could cause obstruction to the circulation. He believed that they were coagulations formed due to an infection.

In 1838, H.M. Hughes reported first eleven cases, while Hardy, the same year, attributed their formation to a vegetable ferment. The following year, the French physician Jean-Baptiste Bouillaud (1796–1881) mentioned that the concretions found in his patient were formed by blood alone. In 1848, the physician G. Sprague in Chicago, noted that he had discovered fibrinous concretions in the heart, extending into the pulmonary artery and aorta with extensive hepatization of both lungs. In 1852, the Italian physician Barbieri published in Gazzetta Medica Italiana, a case, in which a fibrous polyp was extended from the ventricle through the aortic orifice. In 1858, J. Hausley reported a death from a fibrous concretion in the right heart, declaring that the presence of such solid formations in the right, was less frequent than in the left heart. Finally, the British physician John William Ogle (1842–1905) reported in 1862 the largest known cardiolith, as a globular formation, one inch in diameter, lying loose within the left auricle of the heart, fibrous in character, while the patient presented an induration of the suprarenal capsules.

Furthermore, 19th century researchers connected somehow the presence of cardioliths with an infectious agent. Thus, in 1869, Barbancy in Paris was the first to report fibrous concretions as due to pneumonia. In 1870, Joseph Fayrer (1824–1907), professor of midwifery in Calcutta, described a case of a patient, whose death was due to fibrinous concretions in the right side of the heart, while the patient was suffering from "urethral fever". Five years later, the French physician Henri-Jules Rendu (1844–1902) observed also concretions in patients suffering from tuberculosis. In 1887, W.C. Chaffey in London was the first to connect fibrinous deposits of the heart with diphtheria.

Faure in 1864 undertook an experimental research concerning fibrinous clots and the products of inflammation. In the following years several physicians published their work concerning cardiac lithiasis. Garstang in 1852, Richardson in 1855, Blondet in 1857, Monard in 1867, Lawson in 1873, Baker in 1874, Hattute in 1875, and Maycock in 1888, wrote voluminously upon the subject.

However, the distinguished pathologist and bacteriologist Auguste Sheridan Delépine (1855–1921) (Fig. 2), was the first to coin the term "cardiolith" in his treatise "Description of a cardiolith" in 1890. Delépine tried to save a cyanotic five year old girl, with rapid respiration and weak pulse. After her death, during her autopsy he had discovered a cardiac stone. An unusual thickness of the myocardium in the neighbourhood of the calculus was noted, a great number of columnae carneae and tendinous bands, encroaching upon the ventricular cavity. The anterior part extended beyond the anterior papillary muscle, whereas the posterior was nearly in contact with the posterior papillary muscles. The cardiolith occupied the space.

Figure 2 Auguste Sheridan Delépine. Photogravure after Lafayette Ltd.
existing between the tricuspid valve and the ventricular wall externally. Dele´pine had also drawn some descriptive plates to demonstrate the cardiolith, and forged the idea of such a schematization (Fig. 3).13

Discussion

The classification of the fibrous concretions in the heart, a quite common pathology in 19th century medical literature, included blood clots, polypoid growths, microorganisms and inflammation. Nucleus meant in this era that a hard central formation was present, it meant that any foreign body (extra cardiac) may have entered the substance of the heart, or any of its chambers.

A nucleus (nucleus meant at the era a hard central formation) was present, meant that any foreign body (extra cardiac) may have entered the substance of the heart, or any of its chambers. Cardioliths could enter any heart chamber after having formed in any portion of the cardiac substance, and at once become foreign bodies to be classed. Apart from cardioliths’ schematization, their circulation inside the cardiovascular system had been also observed.2

The removal of cardioliths (intramyocardial or within the chambers) became possible in the early 20th century. Cardiologists should attempt to remove them when they cause serious trouble, while the x-ray was considered to greatly aid in determining their presence. 15 Despite the fact that the “School of Cardiolithists” never really existed, its legacy still echoes in cardiology, as all those scientists have tried to unearth the secrets of cardiac concretions, to determine a classification among them, to introduce the idea of an extra cardiac body and to systematise a pathologic entity of a great importance.

The renaissance marked the rebirth of Greek terminology in medicine admixed with Latin. This incorporation of Greek terms is thought by some to have been one of the lasting contributions of romantic medicine.20 While it was used predominantly by those with a classical education, the passion of ancient Greeks for a perfect description when spoken terms were used, founded an indelible basis for nomenclature. Thrombus as a medical concept included elements of both the humoral and atomic theories as described by Leucippus (ca 5th century BC), Democritus (460–370 BC) and Asclepiades of Bithynia (ca 2nd AD). According to this view, a thrombus could be formed by circulating fluids and/or the concentration of solid materials to create a circulatory blockage. As a term with an expanded meaning, it gradually overshadowed older terms, such as cardiolith.5,21 Furthermore, since the early 19th century, under the influence of Rudolph Virchow (1821–1902 AD), the term embolus was applied to the small plugs that had detached from the heart valves, while thrombus was applied to those derived from the veins.14,24 Consequently, the use of the term “cardiolith” faded and the names of the physicians who studied this phenomenon in the late 18th and 19th century is now forgotten. The term “cardiolith” faded due to nomenclature’s progression and this team of physicians who thrived from late 18th century until late 19th is now forgotten.

Conclusion

Although a series of descriptions concerning heart stones appear in medical literature since 18th century it is unclear who introduced the term "cardiolith". The first paper mentioning it was Delépine’s work in 1890. Surprisingly the
ancient Greek word “thrombus” (clot) was not used at all, and instead a more descriptive term concerning local anatomy was chosen. Since the first part of the 20th century the term has been abandoned, and "cardiolith" as a medical diagnosis is currently very rarely used (calculus cardialis). Yet mostly due to its naming, cardiolith made an impact during 19th century in cardiology.
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